Kayak parts diagram

Do you want to invest in a kayak? Before you buy, having the parts of a kayak explained can
give you a better understanding of what to look for in your new boat. This information helped
me choose the ideal kayak and explain the fundamentals of kayaks to others. There are several
different types of kayaks , but most of them share similar features. Whitewater or play boats are
some of the simplest, as they are usually made out of plastic have few additional parts. Their
design is optimal for rough waters where ropes, rudders, or fiberglass hulls can easily get
damaged. Their minimal design is perfect for playing in river rapids, but not for longer trips on
open water. Sea kayaks or touring kayaks have a lot more additional parts. They are designed
for open water excursions and include extra room for storage. These kayaks will have more
technical features, ropes and cords, hatches, and sometimes even rudders or skegs.
Recreational kayaks are a bit of a combination of whitewater and sea kayaks. But every kayak
will have many of the same parts and their core design is the same. Familiarizing yourself with
the parts of a kayak is the perfect first step in becoming an expert paddler. Image source ems.
The body of the boat has two main parts: a top and bottom. The hull of a kayak primarily comes
in two different varieties: a displacement hull or a planing hull. NRS has a full guide on hull
types for a more in-depth breakdown. The deck is simply the top half of your kayak. Decks can
vary greatly, from plastic with very few added features to fiberglass with hatches, deck lines,
and more. Sea kayaks are designed for longer trips on open water, so their decks will have
hatches and lines to store items in. The decks of whitewater kayaks or river boats will be
streamlined, making them best suited for rapids and easy movement. The look of the deck is
based on practicality most of the time. The type of kayak will determine what features the deck
is equipped with. The cockpit is the opening in the deck of your kayak that allows you to sit
inside. These can come in all different sizes, but are usually round or oval. The coaming is the
edging around the cockpit. This is also sometimes called the cockpit rim. Some boats are made
with a detachable fiberglass coaming , while others are simply molded to the boat. Pretty much
all kayaks will have two grab handles, one on each end of the kayak. Kayaks can be heavy, so
the grab handles make it easy to pull your boat out of the water or carry it with another person.
Grab handles can be small rope loops with a plastic hold at the end, thick rope, or plastic
stretched through an opening at the end of your kayak. Without these handles, getting your
boat out of the water would be a lot harder! You might think the parts of your kayak are just
what you can see from the outside. The inside of a kayak has many different features and
moving parts. Kayaks come with a wide array of seat options. Some are built in, removable, soft
and cushioned, or hard and rigid. Keep in mind, though, that almost all seats can be customized
to your preferences. Most kayaks have foot pegs inside the boat. These braces help you stay
balanced and keep control of your boat. Some footpegs are stationary, while others can be
adjusted along a moveable rail. Sea kayaks and touring boats have bulkheads. These are
essentially walled-off compartments at either end of your boat. This is perfect if you want to
bring your phone, electronics, or even dry clothes with you on your trip. Second, bulkheads
help with floatation if your kayak takes on water. This can make it much easier to drain your
kayak or get it back to land. Play boats used for whitewater will have minimal features on the
top of the kayak, while sea kayaks have a lot of added parts. Most sea kayaks have two to three
hatches. These are openings on the deck into the bulkheads below. They are sealed with rubber
hatch covers to keep the water out. Keep in mind, though, that these hatch covers can become
dried out and sun-damaged easily. To keep them pliable and in good condition, I highly
recommend spraying them with Protectant Spray. Some kayaks have rudders or skegs. In
choppy waters or on windy days, a rudder can help you paddle straight. A skeg is similar to a
rudder, but instead of being attached to the top of your kayak and dropped into the water, it is
stowed in a small opening in the hull and dropped down for use. Its purpose is the same as the
rudder: to help keep your boat under control and going straight in windy conditions. There is
some debate as to whether rudders or skegs are better , and some people think that neither is
the best option. This makes it easier to use your feet and legs for leverage when paddling. But
to each their own. Try them both and find out which you prefer! Knowing about the makeup of
your boat will help you learn to maintain it and use it best. If you have any questions, or want to
know more, let us know in the comments! Basic Kayaking Knowledge. Anatomy of a Kayak:
Parts of a Kayak Explained. Last Updated: July 28, Share on facebook. Share on google. Share
on twitter. Share on linkedin. Share it with your friends so they too can follow the kayakhelp
journey. Share on Pinterest. Caitlin Fairty. Caitlin is a BCU certified kayak instructor who has
been paddling for most of her life. From the coast of New England to the Great Lakes and the
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Kayakshed has parts and repair pieces to help you either repair your kayak or to add deck
rigging or even a rudder to your kayak. Heck we have put a lot of crazy things on kayaks and we
are here to help you do the same. If you have any questions please let us know. We are here to
help. We kayak almost every day ourselves so we know what parts and repair pieces work as
well as what will last. The most powerful UV screening protection ever made. Use it on
everything from boats to apparel. Helpful in prolonging the lifetime of your raft. Don't forget to
use this on your paddling apparel that have latex gaskets. The industry standard for maximum
strength repairs to wetsuits, dry suits and all water sports products. Flexible urethane formula
waterproofs, seals and protects against abrasion. Hundreds of water sports and household
uses. Flexible Urethane formula that waterproofs, seals and protects against abrasion. When
you need another lashing point on your kayak pick this deck rigging kit up to solve your
problem. Very easy to install and customizable to your personal needs it is sure to fit the bill.
Place your map, river guide book or other lightweight items right where you need them and can
get to them easily. Includes all hardware necessary for installation on roto-molded or
thermo-form kayaks, not recommended for composite kayaks. Tired of always having water in
your boat after a paddle? Add a Harmony Drain Plug Kit to your favorite boat and keep things
dry and clean. Simply open the plug and drain excess water. The kit consists of a plug, threaded
screws and plastic well nuts. Keep your rod and reel securely attached to the deck of your
kayak with the Harmony Rod Holder Clip Kit. Forget about getting snagged in the trees or
branches while paddling to your favorite fishing hole. The Rod Holder Clip is perfect for any
fisherman who likes a keep their kayak orderly and functional. The tension molded clips can be
easily attached to the side or top deck of most kayaks. The LoungeBand backband is the
original Reggie, only slightly larger. Includes stainless steel, salt water resistant hardware and
made with plastic and foam, covered with soft and abrasion resistant neoprene. This adjustable,
no slip ratchet backband has stainless steel and salt resistant hardware with plastic and foam to
provide exceptional support, covered in durable and soft neoprene. As an added bonus, it is
super easy to install. The kit includes everything you need to make your Big Rig a fully rudder
controlled fishing machine! Easy to install and comes with instructions so easy your neighbor
kid could do it. Cuda Rudder kit is for all Jackson Cuda Kayaks. Works on Cuda 12 and Cuda 14
kayaks. Tired of getting pushed around by wind and currents? This simple but functional strap
provides a great balance point. It is highly durable and must have for kayak fisherman. The
Sweet Cheeks will blow you away with the immediate comfort improvements in any kayak,
whitewater or flatwater. No glue needed. Adjustable, one-size fits all, with a loop for attaching to
your helmet. This is the nose plug to have on the river! This medium size sponge works to
remove that unwanted pool of water that manages to collect under your kayak spray skirt.
Paddling in whitewater or the sea, this sponge will lift out sand and moisture from the bottom of
your boat that traditional bilge pumps leave behind. It can be used with a bilge pump or on its
own to keep your boat dry and clean. You supply the elbow grease. Iron-on repair fabric.
Provides strong, flexible, permanent repairs for all neoprene. Lined with Barritex for extra
abrasion resistance. Iron Mend may be used to repair neoprene drysuits, wetsuits, waders,
neoprene gloves and boots, orthopedic supports, and spandex body suits. Industrial-strength
neoprene cement. Effective for wetsuit and sprayskirt repairs. Applicator top. Removable and
adjustable hip pads for kayakers who want the secure grip of glued-in foam pads and the ability
to adjust for different clothingor multiple users. Salamander Paddle Gear Sticky Stuff Paddle
Wax is sticky-icky and soft so it goes on easy and keeps you from having to rely on your
hand-roll! Apply liberally to your paddle shaft and feel the gravity shift in your favor. Hot Tip:
Put some on your cockpit rim and prevent a skirt implosion in big hydraulics or deep plugs.
Wilderness Systems has finally come out with a great Propeller Driver pedal drive. Designed to
fit on the Wilderness systems Radar family of Kayaks. Wishlist My Account. Kayak Gear Kayak
Gear. Casual Pants Shell Pants. Hats Gloves and Belts Socks Sunglasses. Shipping FAQ.
Default sorting Sort by popularity Sort by average rating Sort by newness Sort by price: low to
high Sort by price: high to low View as:. Select options. Kayak Gear Aquaseal Rated 5. Brand:
Harmony Add to cart. Make those long paddles a little more comfortable with the Harmony Sit
on Top Backband. Brand: Immersion Research Add to cart. Brand: Jackson Kayaks Add to cart.
Brand: Jackson Kayaks Select options. Add to cart. Brand: NRS Add to cart. Brand: NRS Select
options. Wrist Gaskets are sold individually. Brand: Salamander Add to cart. Brand: Wilderness
Systems Add to cart. View as:. Sign up for our awesome Newsletter! Email Address. First Name.
Last Name. Just like a rock climber should be familiar with their equipment, a kayaker has to
know the basic parts of a kayak. Did you realize it actually consists of several different parts?
To understand the whole thingâ€”and how to use itâ€”you have to know its individual parts.

Arguably the most used type of kayak, creek kayaks are high-volume boats. Their large decks
and volume prevent the boat, or ends of it, from submerging. Stubby tips prevent vertical pins
while edged bottoms give you more control in eddies and waves, making them ideal for more
challenging rivers. Creek kayaks are also the longest type of kayak. This type of kayak is best
for beginners. Also, because of their floatability, they are sometimes also useful for experienced
kayakers. Downriver kayaks find themselves somewhere between a creek and a play kayak.
They let you navigate a river while also offering some room for play moves. This type of kayak
is used by experienced kayakers. They use it for performing tricks and surfing waves. Play
kayaks have much less volume in the front and back; its volume is centered around the cockpit.
These boats also have a very flat hull, which allows kayakers to plane on the water and spin
around. Play kayaks are exceptionally maneuverable but require serious skill. The hull is the
bottom half of a kayak. It comes in two different shapes. One style is the displacement hull. This
style is a traditional shape of boat, with a so-called centerline or keel that runs underneath the
boat from front to rear. Displacement hull kayaks have a streamlined and rounded shape and
plow through the water. This is the type used on almost all kayaking trips. The second style of a
hull is the planing hull. This one is seen in play kayaks. Planing hull kayaks have flat bottoms
and angled sides. This kind of hull does also plow through the water, but only at very slow
speeds. At higher speeds, planing hull kayaks skim the water, making them very maneuverable.
Where the hull is the bottom of the kayak, the deck makes up the top. The sitting area of a kayak
is called the cockpit. Depending on your kayak, the seat is placed directly onto the bottom of
the boat or suspended from the rim of the cockpit. This is a kind of waterproof fabric that you
can pull around your waist and then attach to the cockpit coaming. The spray skirt will
effectively seal off the cockpit and keep water outside the kayak. These small pegs are
essentially footrests. You can push your feet against them when paddling, allowing you to use
your hips to maneuver the kayak. These are adjustable foam blocks that can be placed under
your feet. Sometimes, you can even use them to create watertight storage compartments. Deck
hatches are found on one or both ends of your kayak. You can close hatches with watertight
covers. When using bulkheads, you can make the entire compartment watertight as well. The
deck of your kayak offers additional storage space. The way to keep things secured on your
deck is with the shock-cord or bungee-cord deck rigging setup. A kayak will always have a front
grab handle, so you can pull it out of the water. Some kayaks may have grab handles on both
ends, which make them easy to carry around if you have a partner. The stern is the rear end of
your kayak while the bow is the front end of your kayak. Just like bow and stern, starboard and
port are mandatory terms to know as a kayaker. Starboard is the right-hand side of the kayak
when facing forward. Home Kayaking Kayaking Fundamentals. Tweet Pin Share 2. This website
uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Privacy Overview. Let Outdoorplay be your source for a
complete selection of kayak parts, and get your kayak totally outfitted for maximum enjoyment
out on the water. We have all the kayaking accessories and kayak parts you could want, from
cargo kits and footpegs to frames, backbones and clips. Outdoorplay has selling kayak parts
since and we're known in the industry as kay
toyota camry engine coolant
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aking experts. We feature the top kayaking brands in the market and you won't find a better
deal on kayak parts anywhere! Here at Outdoorplay, we are lifetime kayakers. We love kayaking
and want to help you get on the water. Call us at with any questions you have on kayak gear.
Javascript is disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or
upgrade to a JavaScript-capable browser. Narrow By NaN Products. Size L. On Sale Yes. Hobie
Hatch Liner. Hobie Mirage Kayak Sail Kit. Harmony Kayak Drain Plug Kit. Scotty Paddle Clip. On
Sale. Harmony Anchor Trolley Kit. Harmony Slidelock Kayak Footbrace System. Harmony
Keepers Kayak Footbrace Kit. Harmony 5 Inch Kayak Hatch Kit. Padz Pro Paddle Grips.
Harmony Paddle Drip Rings. Hobie Kayak Bimini Sun Shade. Hobie Tandem Island Centerboard.
Hobie Click-N-Go Assembly. Kayak Parts Let Outdoorplay be your source for a complete
selection of kayak parts, and get your kayak totally outfitted for maximum enjoyment out on the
water.

